Facu lty Vot es
For Divestitur e

Shordy after 2 prn last Friday , Sirs . Bois of the Admissions O ffice received a bomb
threat over the phone. Mrs . Bois indica ted that the caller used a disguised voice to sav
"There ' s a bom b in Dean Smith 's office." The message was repeated before the caller cut
the line. Mrs . Bois called the operator who signalled the proper authorities. The Administration huilding was cleared for almost an hour. No bomb was found.
G.C.P.

Cart er In Main e

The Colby faculty at its February 15
meeting vote d to request that the College
divest itself of holdings in any compa ny
with operation s or investments in South
Africa that has not pledged to assist in the
elimination of institutional racism in that
country. The motion passed after some debate which focused on the linguistics of
the proposal itself.
At present , the figures show that
United States financial investment in South
Africa amount to appro ximately $3.5 billion
This figu re has been increasing at an annual
rate of 20%. Many colleges have become
indirecdy involved in South African affairs
throug h their corporate investments. For
example , Colby College has invested $12

million in companies that do business in
South Africa.
Discussion on the subj ect was pre faced by an informat ive brief pr esented by
Presiden t Robert E.L. Strider. Strider talk ed mainly-about a set of pri nciples to
which many American firms in South Africa have been adheri ng. These so-called
Sullivan Princi ples have been adopted by a
diverse cross-section of corporations.
Each of the firms .endorsing the
Statement of Princip les has affiliates in
the Republic of South Africa and support
the following operating princip les:
1. Non-segregation of the races in all
eating, comfort and work facilities
Continued on page two

Flu Hit s Colby

by Rich Uchid a

Ca rter leveled harsh cnticism on students who declare bankruptcy following
the completion of their college education ,
Bangor- "Mr. President , what do you
thu s freeing them of their financial obli ga
intend to do about. . ."
u ons.
. I n President Carter 's first visit to
On the national front , Carter resMaine since taking office, citizens.came
ponded to quest ions regarding energy, the
out in nu mbers at the town meeting to
Cyprus dispute , national health care , . the
ask the nation 's leader abou t intern ational ,
Federal Reserve Board (Fed), aid to the
national and sta te issues th at concern the
elderl y and . the han dicapped , fe de r al aid
entire country .
for parochial schools, mental health reAt th e forefront of most inquiries
forms , the ERA and federal fundi ng of
was th e recent proposal by a federal task
ab ortions.
for ce to sctde the Indian land claims issue
On all the issues , Carter took his
In effect , Carter responded that he had no regul ar stance. He was especially emphatic
personal prefer ence on how the land issue
about the use of abortion with or withou t
was settle d and that the federal proposal
federal funding.
was merel y a suggestion. In doing so, Car- "Only in the case of rape or incest
ter left the compromise up to Governor
or where the mother 's life is in specific
J ames Longley.
dang er would I advocate the use of abor The proposed cutb ack of activities
tion ," said Carter. He criticized the current
at Loring Air Force Base in nor thern
aborti on-usag e and hoped that restrictions
Maine was another sore issue. Carter said
would be tightened by the conclusion of
he hoped no cutback of funds would ochis administration.
cur, but that "he couldn 't guar antee anyIn general , Maine citizens responded
thing." Finally, the Dickey-Lincoln hyd ro- favorably to Carter 's answers and in interelectric project came up with Carter leanviews the following day in Bangor , peop le
ing towards Maine senators Edmund Muswere satisfied with the Carter stance.
Ide and William Hath away who support it.
On t he ligh t er side , a second grade
However , he made it clear that he would
ichool teacher broug ht in three questions
not make a final decision until the iisuing
from her class. Wha t do you enjoy most
of an environmen tal impact report on the
abou t your job , what do you enjoy least,
area in August.
and do you get dizzy when you 're flying
College students came up when one on Air Force Une.
Maine citizen asked Carter about the finCar ter responded that he enjoyed the
ancing of students with federal funds. Car prestige and sense of history while he dister emphasized the importance of students liked the limitations of the Presidential
paying back their Ipans.
office. Finally he said he did not get diz"The loam are taken out in good
zy flying on the Presid ential jet , however
fai t h ," said Car ter. "If they borrow funds as he pu t i t , "I do no t always have my
of that size, we should expec t t hem t o
full mental faculties afte r those long in terpay it all back. "
national jou rneys. "

WMH B News Bureau

Lounge area of the Inf irmary
Last weekend marke d Colby 's Winter
Carnival and the beginning of what has become this week , a major epidemic.
•On Friday , while sculptors smoothed
v
their desi gns , the Garrison -Foster Health
Center was admitting 12 in-p atients. "To '
have 12 students admitted on a weekend is
virtually unheard of," said Head Nurse Pris cilla Sargent .
.Between last Friday and 10 AM yester day, a total of 75 student s had been admitted , SO students dischar ged, and at least 20
students were released from classroom obligations , bu t restricte d to their dorms. Nurse
Sargent said many more student s have contracted the vims, but no one at the Health
Center could venture a guess as to how many
cases have gone unrepor ted.
Dr. Dore , Colby 's physician , said yesterday that students with a fever of 101 or
more would be admit ted , those wi th fevers

bel ow 101 would be allowe d to rest in thei r
rooms. Dr. Dore also cau tions students to be
¦wear )* of car or facial pain and to pay particular attenti on to personal hygeine.
Dr. Dore believes the virus to be the
now infamous Russian Flu that has heavily
afflicte d the entire East Coast of the United
Sta tes. Dr. Dore said tests were being eonducted to determine the exact nature of the
sickness.
The Health Center experienced a minor run of what was later diagnosed as the Tex
. as flu over J anuary, but Dore believes the
presen t virus is a form of the Hussion flu because " there is no apparent cross-immuni ty
between the Texas flu and its Russian counterpart. *' In short , everyone is susceptible.
An average day at the Heal th Center
•consists of 12 in-p atients. Presently, the Infirmary is housing $8 in-patien ts, 14 above
its 24 bed stated capacity .

• Fac ulty

ment in such ar eas as housing, trans porta tion , schooling, recreation and
health facilities.

Continued f rom p age one

Gong Review

All of the firms adhering to these
p rinciples furthered their belief that the
implementation of the ' foregoing princip les
is consistent with respect for human dignity and will contribute gready to the gen
era! economic welfare of all the people in
the Republi c of South Africa.
, What followed was some limited debate on the possible rewording of the motion to include a reference to the Sullivan
Proposal. Prof. MacArthur then raised the
point that the purpose of the motion was
simply to recommend to the Investmen t
Committee for a divestiture of stock , not
a suggestion for fairer treatment of South
Africans. The motion passed , as is, by a
-vide margin.
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Contrary to popular belief , the issue
has not been a dormant one at Colby. On
J anuary 25, the New World Coalition , a
pr ogressive organization based at Colby,
sponsored the Maine Conference on Southern Africa. The all-day program included
addresses by speakers Edson Shirihuru , Deputy Chief to the United Nati ons of the
Patriotic Front for the liberation of R hodesia, and Mr. Gre g Williams of the Bostonbased American Fri ends Service Committee
who is an outspoken critic of the South
African racist and despotic government.
The program hod two basic purposes.
First of all was the intention to educate
the American audience on the various aspects of the problems in Southern Africa
in general , including Namibia , Rhodesia and
South Africa. The second purp ose of the
pr ogram was that of starting a small movement in Maine which will be workin g towards help ing the progressive liber ation
movements of South Africa.

Prof. MacArtb ur
2. Equal and fair employment prac-

tic es for al emp loyees

3. Equal pay for all employees doing equal or comparable work for th e
same perio d of time
4. Initiation of and development of
training pr ograms that will prepare ,
in substantial numbers , Blacks and
other non-whites for supervisory, administr ative , clerical and technical
j obs.
5. Increasing the number of Blacks
and other non-whites in manag ement
and supervisory positi ons.
6. Improving the quality of employees' lives outsid e the work environ -

J ud ges in action

In the beginning , God created the
heavens and the earth , the birds and the
bees, and the flowers and the trees. Then
God created man.
Man was a foolish creat ure, always
wanting praise and adulation . Man kept
pray ing to God day in and day out to
fulfill this desire. Finally G od said, "L et
there be th e Gong Show. " And so it was.
Man rejoiced.
God yawned. Then He created Chuck
Barris to be keeper of the Gong. God saw
that this show was a success and said unto
Chuck, "Go forth and spread thy Gong."
Gong Shows began sprouting up everywhere , from high schools to senior citizens ' clubs. Finally, during the spring of
1977, it made its first app earance at Colby College where it was well received. The
following year it became the first of several activi ties of Colby 's Winter Carni val.
Foss dining hall was desi gnated the "Land
of Gong, " and on- the appo inted day people trav eled from all corners of the campus to atte nd this show. Inside Foss, coffee tables , sofas and candy machi nes supported mountains of peop le, each hoping
to catch sight of the stage below.
And lo, last Thursday , from the
lands of KDR , from the halls of Zete ,

Stu-A News
Present at the February 13 meeting
of the Student Association was Whit
Simms , representing a newly formed anti smoking group, G.A.S.P. He asked for Stu
A's support in a campaign to prohibit
smoking in publi c areas on campus . After
much discussion , Ron Graham stated that
the Stu-A could not act until a poll of
the studen t body, was taken . As a reprcsen
tative body , Stu-A must know how the
student bod y feels on t he issue , before action could be taken.
Mike Slavin presen ted a request of
$2300 for Winter Carnival. The request
was ratified. Sid ' Mohel announced t hat
the election of the Student Repre sentative
Assembly members would be held in the
dorms and fraterni ties th at week (2/13).
In a letter from Wesleyan College, it
was reques ted that any Colby investments
made in South African based companies
be li quida ted. Ron Graham stated that the
question had been raised at a recent faculty meetin g. President Strider and the
Finance Commit tee are investi gating the
mat ter.
Stu-A has received letters from several colleges concernin g Student Govern ment conferences , including Providence Col
lege, Bucknell and Westb rook College.
Mike Slavin stated that Stu-A could cover
some of the expense to send Colby repre sentatives to these conferences.
Elec t ions for t he new Board of t he
Stu-A will be held March 16. Election for
class officers will be held at the same time

Nomination papers should be sent to J erry Crou ter before March 1.
Mike Scott reported that his EPC
Poll will be out sometime in March.
And y Deininger repor ted on the
last meeting of the Finance Committee.
Apparentl y, Stu-A didn 't receive their requested Budge t allocation increase because
Dr. Pullen had reques ted the proposal be
submi tted by Dec. 1. Another ' more det ailed reques t will be prepared and handed
down to next year 's board to be subm itted in 1979.
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from the depths of Dana and from the
bowels of Coburn , the actors tra velled to
disp lay their talents. There were singing
people , sport people, silent people and
short people.
The designated host , Dave Deslauriers
pr oved to be a candid and per ceptive com
ment ator , at times maybe a bit too candid. Much of his off-color humor was off
base , yet the audience ap plauded.
The acts had zest and originality ,
yet were plagued by technical difficulties.
Many a mighty act was smote by the
gong whilst the Thr ee Wise Men ; Gillesp ie,
Hagens and Clary , all j oined hands and
sang:
To every act, Gong! Gongl Cong!
?
We feel there 's a reason t o
Gongl Gong! Gongl

by Ken Bru der

;
i
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Please pay you r second semester bills im- !
media tely to Peter J effries, Box 741.
\
N.Y. Times.
\
Daily $9.60 Sunday $11.25 Both $20.8$ \
.. J
Globe ;
Daily $7.13 Sunday $4.05 Both $10,50 «
Delivery will be stopped if not paid
;
by Monday, Febr uary 27. If you have any «
problems paying be sure t o contac t Pete r I
J effries at 872-2943, leave a message if
\
necessary. (5-7 p.m. is best, or MWF mom- !
'
wjjs.)
j
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JOSEPH 'S

At the end , t here was a tie between
the two mightiest acts: Scott Mik e and
1
the Mikettes with their colorful rendition '
of Short People and Moosebreath and the
Listerines imitatin g the S ha Na Na's.
the Three Wise Men could not decide who to designate as the winner, so
they handed the decision to the audience.
Each person clapped and cheered for their
favori te group , until finally the Wise Men
proclaimed Moosebreath and the Listerines
as the Winners of Gone.
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Stor ewide Sal e

20% to

Foirfirl d
70% off

70% OFF ON Spudding Sideral & Fohmidtul Skit
50# OFF ON J fOCKEY EQUI P.
30# OFF ON SrCATES
25# OFF ON SKIS
_'

•• Wikoti , Cooper
- CCM » l*n&* H y<to» Bauer
¦¦¦ Rawi gnol , Olin , K2

Slates Sharpened, SkliTuned
Save $1.00 on Weekend ikl puiei for Sugarlosf
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f s m m m w y0 E nlig hte n
The

De luded

by Allan Koerner and H. Gordon Kamil
During a conversation with Admurustra flects the general ineptitude of Stu-A leadive Vice-President Pullen on Tuesday after- ership. Mohel wrote two letters to the
t
Board of Trustees. The first letter sufnoon, new facts concerning Stu-A's failure
fered under the constraint of a same day
to be granted a budget increase came to
deadline caused by Graham's failure to keep
light. As concerned students, we feel the
student body deserves a more accurate ex- his colleagues or the committee up-to-date.
planat
ion of the situation than that offered However, a one week postponement of
the Trustees' meeting due to inclement
Executive
Chairperson Ron draham.
by
weather
gave Mohel sufficient time to obThe story which was gleaned from
discussion with Pullen contains facts which tain some documentation on the budget
Graham has never presented in public. The request. He failed to do so, -merely submost interesting of these: refers to the con- mitting a longer version of his first letter:
We should applaud Mohel's .effort in spite
tacts which existed between Pullen and
Graham. Pullen wrote Graham two letters, of its failure to achieve anything at all
one in October and one in December, and
except, perchance, the alienation of the
Board
of Trustees.
had a phone conversation with him during
An interesting sidelight brought up
the interim. In these communications
by this situation is the role of the Stu-A
Pullen informed Graham of the proper
format to be followed in an application
treasurer. We empathize with the fact that
for a Stu-A budget increase. He requested he was ill at the time Mohel learned of
the Budget and Finance Committee meetall materials pertinent to the increase before Graham left school .' Graham did not ing. However, the treasurer must have
see fit to inform Pullen that he would be
been caught completely unaware at that
point, else he certainly would have taken
away for January, possitly expecting that
Pullen would be aware through his well
some action previously. If he wasn't
known power of clairvoyance. Graham
cognizant, as seems to be the case, then
left campus for January having done
we must question his effectiveness in his
nothing to enhance Stu-A's chances for an position. The Stu-A treasurer, to our
minds, has a duty to keep himself aware
increase.
We feel that Ron Graham's bungling of meetings of the Budget Committee and
of the situation is absolutely reprehensible. stay abreast of possibilities such as this
one, which was lost. To remain uninHis actions, or lack thereof, constitute a
supreme failure to act Ln the best interests formed, as he did, is an abuse of his
of the Colby populace -who elected him
office and cannot be covered over by his
to his august position. He failed to subchildish ranting.
mit materials requested by Pullen. He
We would like to take this opporfailed to contact the heads of major
tunity to inform those who are ignorant
student organizations, such as the ECHO
that there is another Board of Trustees
or WMHB, regarding specific requests for
meeting on April 15. The date for the
additional funding. According to Sid
meeting of the Budget and Finance
Committee has not been finalized but
Mohel, Stu-A's Committee Chairperson,
anything submitted by the first week of
Graham failed to inform the other memApril would be in plenty of time to be
bers of the Stu-A Executive Committee
of the opportunity for additional funding. considered, according to V.P. Pullen. He
Now, we don 't want to be unfair to stated emphatically that any decision about
additional Stu-A funding must be made
Ron Graham. After all, he's only one
by
the Trustees, and the proper channels
of 1600 students who failed to submit a
to
them
are he and President Strider.
properly documented budget request.
'
Pullen
,
quite
properly, refused to commit
Nevertheless, he is the one the other
the
Trustees
to
any increase in Stu-A
1599 elected to be aware of and act upon
funding
but
he
did
not dismiss the pos- .
such opportunities as this potential budget increase. Indeed, he was aware of this sibility of getting more money with a
proper proposal.
"
choice but failed to do anything effective
Let 's try it, people. Perhaps then next
about it.
The only member of the Executive
year vie can send tiao lucky folks to
Committee who did anything concrete
New Orleans,
about the budget request was Sid Mohel,
Allan kKoerner and H Gordon Kami are
acting Executive Chairperson during Graham's seniors majoring in Chem istry/History and
January absence, and even his effort reEnglish , respectivel
y.
f .
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For the price of a

ski weekend HKC

so much more.
@ offers
Workshops that are meaningful, leamngful and j r n
J'or instance!
March 4 & 5
Responsible Assertiveness
This two part experience leads you
away from unwanted compliance and submission and Into natural assertion.
Learn .confidence in a safe environment.
For registration and other jp rogmma write:
HumonKind Center 206 Mutton Line 04927¦
426-8010
.—_—-——-—-_—---—————— a— . ii i.i —_____»J

Crossword appears on pag e twelve

J ohn J oseph—The
W ord From The Spa
by J ay Otis
According to Mr. John Joseph, the
manager and a partner in the Colby Spa,
the Spa's new location is, "working out
fine."
Joseph has been working with the Spa
for some twenty years, and his family has
been involved with the Spa for thirty
years. A partner in the Colby Spa along
with his brother Peter, Mr. Joseph has
encountered no serious problems to date
in regards to the Spa and its new location
As far as business is concerned, Mr.
Joseph feels that while the day business
has decreased since the move from Miller
Library to Roberts, the night business has
made up for the slack. Due to the location of the Spa on the far side of campus
it simply doesn't get the between-dass
crowd that it once did.
In regards to the new setup, Joseph
commented,' "It's big enough, a beautiful
setup." He feels that the Spa's size and
location can satisfy the majority of the
student body at Colby. He stressed the
importance of having a setup like the
Spa which can act as a social center for
a school of Colby's size.
One problem that the Spa has encountered is a lack of space for storage.
The recently passed Maine Bottle Bill,
which makes all beverage containers
returnable, has caused a slight problem
because the,Spa just doesn't have the
space to store the empties before they
are returned. Due to this lack of space
the supply of canned aiid botded
beverages must be kept on a day to day
basis. There is so little room in the back
that Joseph doesn't even have enough
room for a desk where he can keep the
Spa's books.
Another problem which the Spa
has encountered is that of people

J ohn J oseph
sneaking in their own alcoholic beverages.
Joseph warns that this action, along with
that of persons under twenty buying
alcoholic beverages jeopardizes Colby 's
li quor license. He hopes that the Colby
students will use their best judgement
concerning these matters.
When asked about plans for live entertainment at the Spa, Joseph stated that,
in conjunction with the StuA Social
Life Committee, live entertainment will be
featured every weekend until school lets
out in May.
As far as future plans for expansion are
concerned, Mr. Joseph responded that it
was, "uneconomical to make anything
bigger than what we have now."
The overall attitude of the Spa's
manager is one of optimism and as he
puts it, "we 're going to work it out."

Prof essor David Bray brooke
by Larry Branyan

Professor David Braybrooke of Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia arrives at Colby today to lecture to stu dents,
faculty and other interested persons- He
will hold an open class at 1.* 30 p.m. in
the Smith room, Runnals Union , on "Justice and Private Property." Thereafter, at
8 p.m., he will lecture on "Th e Place of
Needs in Reasoning about Justice" in
room 215 of the Lovejoy building. A
small reception will be held for Prof, Braybrooke, interested students and faculty in
the faculty lounge following the conclusion of the lecture.
In a letter sent by Prof. Braybrooke
to Colby , he proposed to focus the open
discussion upon two primary questions:
In what sort of society would the first
ten amendments to the U.S. Constitution
be really adequate to protect political liberty? and j In what sort of society would
a close association between justice and
the preservation of private property be unobjectionable?
Prof. Braybrooke recommends that
interested students read Hume, section II ,
part II , book III, "Of the Origin of Justice and Property," as he intends to endeavor to illustrate how it relates to his
discussion.

Prof , David Braybrooke
Professor Braybrooke is a Canadian
citizen who has taught at Yale, Bowdoi n
and the University of Michigan in his capacity as professor of Philosophy and
Politics. He received a Bachelor's degree
in economics magna cum laude at Harvard and his masters and doctorate degrees at Cornell. His lecture is being supported by a grant from the Mellon Foun*
dation.
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Poisonous Power

"Women 's Week "
by Sue Erb
A very unusua l event in Colby history, "Women 's Week," will be held the
week of April 14-21. The week will
be devoted to the emergence of women
in today 's society. Displays, workshops
and panel discussions will focus on the
achievements of women to date , as well
as future goals and opport unities.
Tentatively scheduled are two
"Career days," featuring Colby alumni
speaking on the career opport unities in
their fields. An "Arts day " is planned ,
with arts, crafts , music and dance by
women . A poetry reading by Carol Muskie is also scheduled. There will be a
"Women 's Healt h Day" and a film festival. The first Maine Women 's footrace and a tennis tournament are also
scheduled .
The opening event for the week ,
"The Maine Conference on Women ,"
will take place on Saturday morni ng,
April 15, in Roberts Union. Sponsore d

By Richard Schre uer

by the Main e Civil Liberties Union, th*e
Colby Community is welcome to take
part in this state-wide conference. Roberts will be filled with films, displays,
worksho ps and panel discussions.
During the week, the events are ,
scheduled in the late afternoon and
evening, as classes will be in session.
Some professors have alread y contacted
the Women 's Week committee regarding
special lectures in relation to Women 's
Week. The committee encour ages all
professors - to plan course sections dealing with women in history to coincide
with the week's activies.
The week is well along in the
planning stage. However, more help is
needed as April 14 draws near. Interested students , faculty and staff with
ideas or time to lend a hand are urged
to contact one of the organizers: Janice Seit_ inger, Eustis , Phyllis Mann occhi,
English Dept.; or Pat Chasse , Roberts
Union.
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A career In law wldiout law school.
What can you do with only a bachelor 's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you the
skills*—the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
one of the seven courses offered—choose the city in
which you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has
placed more than 2,000 graduates in law firms, banks,
and corporations in over 80 cities.
If you are a senipr of high academic standing and are
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,we'd like
to meet you.
Contact your placement office for an interview with our
representative.
v\fe will visit your campus on:

Thur sday,April 20
*

The Institute for
Paralegal Trainin g

235 South 17th Street , Philadel phia , Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Lega l , Inc.
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One of the major points made by
proponents of nuclear power is that it is
clean. It is easy to see how they can make
this claim. Nuclear plants produce neither
smoke, nor poisonous liquid; as far as the
eye can tell, there are no effluents whatsoever. The nuclear industry plays upon this
deception , runn ing full page color ads
which show futuristic nuclear plants surrounded by a manicured lawn , elm trees
and usuall y a lake. Their insinu ation is
obvious: look at all the energy we can
produce without any pollution.
But this contention is far from the
truth. Nuclear power emits radiation as
one of its byproducts. The full effects of
exposure to radiation are not known, but
it is recognized that it causes cancer , lukemia and genetic defects. Until fairly recently, it was widely believed that there
was a threshold , below which radiation
was harmless. It was under this belief that
the nuclear power industry began. The
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) established an upper limit of exposure of .5
rads per person per year , believing that if
this limit was adhered to, there would be
no danger.
In 1969, Drs. John Gotrnan and Arthur Taup lin released a report stating that
if Americans were exposed to 1.7 rads
each, per year , there would be 32,000 additional deaths. (Nobel laurie t Linus Pauling believes this figure is too low by a
factor of three.) The AEC responded to
this new information not by lowerin g radiation limits , but by cutting Gotman and
Taup lin 's funding. In short, there is no
safe level of radiation exposure. If nuclear
power is to be trul y clean, radiation releases must be eliminated.
It is often said that the amount of
radiation given off by plants is so small
that it will not appreciabl y add to background radiation already present. Howeve r,
this is unde r normal oper ating conditions.
Last week 's column mentioned the aeciden
tal release of S3 ,000 gallons of radi oactive water , by the Vermont Yankee plan t ,
which is contaminatin g the Connecticut
River. Assuming that radiation could be
contained at the plant (which is quite an
assumption), that is only perfecting one
step in the nuclear cycle. Radiation must
also be contained durin g uranium mining,
fuel fabrication , transportation and the
final disposal of spent fuel. At each of

Watermain
Closes
by Kathy Reichert

these steps there is a chance of radioactive release. For example, 1,000 nudear
plants would require 50 million annual
miles of truck transport a year , for spent
fuel alone. The AEC admitted that there
would probabl y be 15 serious accidents
per year. In fact , the first of these may
have occured last summer. In Colorado ,. a
truck containing uranium fuel collided
with several horses, spewing atomi c fuel
across the highway. It was two days before it was finall y cleaned up. It 's impossible to tell how many motorists captured
the fuel in their autos ' vents , or how
much escaped into the environmen j- and
since cancer takes upwards of 10 years to
show its effects, we will never know. /
Since there were no immediate effects
from the accident , the authorities will say
there -was no harm done.
Perhaps the biggest problem posed
by nuclear power is the stora ge of its
spent fuel-radioactive waste. Some of this
waste is so radioactive that it must be isolated from the biosphere for up to a hundred thousand years. The government has
made many proposals over the years, but
it has yet to find a solution. The current
plan is to fuse the waste in glass and bury
it deep in salt formations . The pr oblem
here is that to remain inactive, the waste
cannot come into contact with water.
Thus , to find a safe storage area we must
be sure that the geological formation will
remain stable j any shift in the earth' s
crust , even several thousand years from
now, could be devastating. In short , no
acts of Gqd can be permitted. The President 's Commission on Environmental Quality expressed this concern earlier this
fall when they recommen ded that there
be a moratoriu m on nuclear power until
an acceptable waste disposal method is
found.
If nu clear power is to be considered clean and safe, virtuall y all radiation
must be contained. It is often argued that
the effect of a coal based energy produ ction system would be almost as bad as a
nuclear society.
Next week we will discuss what non
polluting, renewable energy resources we
v
have.

Br eak

Fiel dho use

scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 15 against
Floods I Earth-movers in the . streets I
UMO was moved to Thurs day and finall y
cancelled.
All are disastr ous side-effects of the mighty
Speed y repairs were promised , but
Blizzard of '78.
The blizzard struck Colby College in according to Buildings and Grounds Chief
the delayed form of a cracked watermain, Ansel Grindel , "Everything went wrong. "
B and G men were forced to travel to
postponing games and forcing the already
Gardiner , Maine for supplies and had pr obsnow-pla gued winter sports schedule into
lems in finding the proper pipe size. B and
greater confusion.
G fix-it men finall y had to make their own
Apparently, freezing cracked the
attachment to cure the pipe problem.
housing around a "T" plumbing fixture
Grindel explained the delay in rewhich piped water into the fieldhouse. The
p airs saying th at digging a minor Grand
shut- off to the water supp ly not only serviced showers in the fieldhouse , but also
Canyon "is not a quick job. "
The first layer of ice was laid in the
cooled compressors that make Alt ind Arcna 's ice.
rink by I t50 on Friday , in pr eparation for
The net result: a flood in the arena
the women 's hockey team contest against
and an excavation in front of the fieldth e Mossport J ets, and the arena was back
house. The men 's hockey game originally
in shape for Winter Carnival festivities,

THEATRE

What s
Coming Up

-

"Tell Tale Poe "

The following is a schedule of events
lined up for this semester and sponsored by
the Social Life Committee. Various larger
acts are in negotiation and will be announced
as dates are secured, along with further
Pub dates.
Sat., Feb. 25
John Danduran d with
Chris Kleeman at
the Pub

Combines Terror
And Theatre
The Chamber Repertory Theatre,
Boston's continually tou ring professional
theatre company, will be on campus
Monday, February 27. As visiting artists,
participating in this year's Student Arts
Festival, they will offer two w orkshops in
acting technique at 2:00 prn. and 4:30
pm. in Dunn dance studio and presen t a
performance of "Tell Tale Poe " at 8:00
pm. in the Chapel.
On October 3, 1849, Edgar A. Poe was
found outside a polling place in the city
of Baltimore, unconscious and "rather
worse for wear." He was taken to the
hospital where he never fully regained con
sciousness: some hours later he died at
the relatively young age of forty. The
events .of the play "Tell Tale Poe" are
based upon those last few hou rs of li fe
for the master writer of the tale of
psychological terror. In this play, the man
Poe is revealed through portions of his
gre atest stories as they are woven into the
delirium of those last hours of his tragic
life, Little is known historically abou t
those last hours, so fact and fantasy are
combined for a glimpse of the inner
wanderings of a doomed artist. His most
basic fears as exp lored in such stories as
"Premature Burial," " Fall pf the Hou se
of Usher ," "Cask of Amontillado ,"
"The Case of M. Valdemar ," "Tell Tale
Heart," and "Black Cat " are b rought
forth in t heatrical sty le. Bizarre flashes
of macabre humor are also entwined
with traditi onal terror as fragments of
Poe 's lesser known satires and personal
letters are revealed in a form that is both
compelling and theatrical,
The crude confines of a Baltimore
tavern provide the setting for the pl ay and
the tortured partici p an t s of Foe's fantasy-

Sat. March 4

HER E

Peter Webber 's ANNUAL

SPRIN G S KI SALE
Savings of 20 to 409on Skis , Poles , Boots ,
and Ski App arel
"C otn 'o n Down "
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Sat., March 11
~~"

fantasies of the human imagination. The
perf orm ers all have years of experien ce on
tv, radi o, motion pictures, as well as in
professional repertory theatres all over
th e country . Ted Davis, writer-directoractor, is a veteran of the stage who has
recently finished directing the long
running Boston hit , J ames Kirkwood's
"P.S. Your Cat Is Dead. "

Sat., March 18

The Fools
Dance in the loft

I

National Lampoon Road
Show in Wadsworth Gym
(Admission will be
charged.)

Sat., April 15

Craig Payton & Etend
in the Loft
(Admission will be
charged.)

I

I J hop e everyone who attended the
two catered p arties du ring
I
Winter Carn ival
I
*jf, enj oyed themselves as much as we did*
Scot and Pe nny
I
*
*
*
*
*
* **
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

STERE O MKOUNYEM
Our name lefts the story ' Save S$ on Marantz
Ponder Sansui Kenwoo d. B.I C and 75
more brands Send lo* our FREE catalo g

v

STEREO DISCOUNTER-, DEPT. C-1 7B
6730 SANTA BARBARA CT
BALTO MD 2 1 227

BERRY'S

BILL 'S L U N C H

ft***** **** *.*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

. Louis Levin Band
(Admission will be
charged.)

Fri., April 14

"Tell Tale Poe" as performed by a cast
of four actors does not deal with the
cliche version of Poe, a writer of ghost
stories i the fact is that Poe never wrote a
ghost story . His stories deal with the
bizarre and often grotesque fears and
stories as Poe himself tries to justify and
come to terms with his own bitter existence.

*******************^

I

John Hammond
in the Loft
(Admission will be
charged.)
Lazy Lightning
(Irish Times)
at the Pub

Sat., April 8

The Chamber Repertory Theatre

Steve Stone and Trent
Arterberry at Wadsworth
Gym (Admission will
be charged.)

Fn., March 17

__

IT'S

C & W M o w Co.
at the Pub

Fri., March 3
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STAT IONERS
ART S UPPLIES
74 MAIN ST
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POETRY

ARTIST- IN- RESIDENCE

Oberf e lde r To Dance
On Februar y 25 , J ody Oberfelder ,
visiting dancer, will begin an eight day
residency und er the ausp ices of S.A.F.
She will offer a Master class " on Wednes day, March 1, at 3 =00 pm in Dunn
dance studio . Oberfelder , will end
her stay ,with a performance in
"Lan dscapes ," created by Lee Roberts ,
at 8:00 pm on Frida y, March 3, and
Saturday, March 4, in Strider Theatre.
J ody Oberfelder -was born and bred in
Michi gan and was the type of kid who
couldn 't sit still. After two years at
Michigan State University, she joined

an experimental theatre ensemble. It
was there that she turn ed to moving
arid focused her ener gy into dancing.
J ody attended S.U.N.Y. at Purchase
as a dance major , then moved to New
York City where she began to stud y
at the Louis-Nikolais Dance Theatre Lab
with Murra y Louis, Alwih Nikolais,
Han ya Holm, Emery Harm ons, Zens
Romnett , Fran Spector , Marcia Wardell ,
Rob Esposito, and Ph yllis Lamhu t
Her choreograp hy has been performed
at the first annual SO HO Loft Festival
in 1977. This is her second year Vith the
Ph yllis Lamhut Dance Company, which
performed for the Waterville Community
in 1975.

A Rare Blend: Humo ro us & Pro f ound
by Andy PI ante
Last Thursday 's reading by Cha rles
Simic " offered the audience a. chan ce to
experience in many instances the humorous side of an unusually talented and
original, poet.
Primaril y known for poems of silence
and spare but striking detail , Simic for
this reading chose many lighter and often
times satiri c pieces. No matter what the
tone , however , his lines almost always
retain a cert ain charge , as in the opening
stanza of a poem about an emp loyment
office:

They ask for a knife
I come running
They need a lamb
I introduce myself as a lam b

Perhaps the dominant charac teristic of
Simic's art is its stillness and quiet beauty.
He achieves this effect throug h direct , unclutter ed speech combined with objective
vision. The reader feels the space and
peace within the poems.

My father writes all day, all night:
Writes while he sleeps, writes in his coffin
It 's nice and quiet in our house.
You can see the specks of dust in the sun
light.

His imagery, thoug h often bizarre (as in
"writing in his coffin ") rarel y intrudes
to the point of stopp ing the reader , since
it usually is rooted firml y within the '
associative framework. There is also a
careful balance between image and statement .

/ love to stretch
Like this, naked
On my bed in the mornin g;
Quiet , listening:
Outside they are opening
Their primers
In the little school
Of the Cornfield.

Simic very often goes into the metaphysics of inanimate , every-da y objects.
He has written poems about knives ,
forks , spoons , erasers , brooms and stones.
These are representative of the essentiall y
mysterious themes of his books.
A .native of "Yugoslavia , Simic heads the
graduate writing program at the University
of New Hampshire and is the author of
four major books of poetry.

At night some understand what the gr ass
says.
The grass knows a word or two.
It is not much. It repeats the same word
Again and again, but not too loudly..,

Dancer J ody Oberfelder

Chowder
And
Dance
by Ellyn Mon tg omer y
Mesal onsk ee F olk Mu sic and Ch owder
Society is presenting a series of fol k
dance workshops , open to anyone interested. Irish ste p dan cing, Clogging,
Scottish hi ghlan d dan cing and other
styles will be taught. The workshops
will be held Sundays in Roberts loft at
3: 30 pm. This Sunday, in th e first
of the series, Ellyn M ontgomery will
teach highlan d dan ce steps.
Bi-weekly contra dances in the loft are
also being sponsored by Mesalonskee. Every other Wedn esday (the next will be
March 1) at 8:00, anyone interested is
invi ted to come and dan ce , Contra
dancing is a good study br eak , no experience is necessary ( all dances are
t aug ht arid called), and it 's free.
Also, Friday night there will be a
chowder dinner and done e in Mary Low.
The food , music and dancing should be
excellen t. To go, you must sign up in
advance so we can make enou gh chowder
For more informa tion call Addie Aimee
(X 569) or Ellyn Montgomery (X 565).

How Absurd The Absurd
by Val Talland

I feel somewh at at a loss in trying
to . review Cr a wling A rn old and The Bald
Sopran o, presented Feb. 17 and 18 in Strider Thea tre . Both authors , Feiffer and
Ionesco, need to be studied in detail before any indepth understa nding, much less
informed critique , can be achieved. This
perhaps reflects the choice Bruce Mattel
and Kirk Paul made in directing and presenting Cra wling Ar no ld and Tbe Bald So p
ran o, respectively. Both plays were fastpa ced , uni quely enter t aining and by definition , absurd.
Probabl y the most noticeable aspect
of the two performances was a total lac k
of heavy-h andedncss. Neither the directors
nor the actors allowed the symbolic and
didactic facets of the plays to get out of
control. They respected the audi ence 's ability to decipher the messages , while their
performances remained light and humorou s
This in itself established the pace of the
shows , capturing the audience 's atte ntion
and interes t.
Equally cap tiva ting were the characterizations by actors , both new and experienced , in Colby Thea tre. Andy D eininger _
stereotype of an "out-to-lunch " elderly
man was surpasse d onl y by his white pat ent-lea ther slip-ons. J oy Crafts ' portrayal
of "Miss Sympa th y, " the ever-concerned

social worke r t would ' have made any high
school guidan ce counselor squirm in un-

com fortable recognition. Tom Handel epi tomized the angry young man with "Thurber -like" frus tration.
DeAnn Lewis and Mark d'Entremortt
bal anced the American househol d in Crawl
ing A rnold, as the typical dotty British
coucle in The Bald S oDrano. Their Perfor-

man ces were equalled by Barry Tesman 's
whose facial expressions arc as versatile as
his wit.
Colby Thea tre 's readiness t o perform
a touch of the absurd was indicated by
appreci ative audiences , despi te the competition of the S.A.F. openin g on Friday
ni ght. Varia tions of Absurdi ty more than
deserved its sellout crowd on Saturda y.

Mark d 'En ttetnon t, Marissa D 'Atidrea , Neil Moynihan , Eliza Eastman and Barry letman *QX.P«

Winter Carnival
"Successful "

The Watc h Tower
fay Chri s Congdon

Rock journa lismis people who can 't
write interviewing people who can 't talk
for people who can 't read.
Ian Anderson

all across the country. (Boy, can this
get self-conscious!) Mian , I grew up with
Eno!
In a manner of speaking, - Rock is
Who?
news, so at least some coverage is called
What 's Rock journalism? The
for. People wanna know when the Nitty
money-making scheme of a billion dollar
Dirt Band' s in Russia and when
Gritty
industry, scarnming hoards of gullible, but
're
in Steve Martin 's act. The success
they
"
functiona lly literate pop hoppers or an
of the business proves peop le are interesintelligent extensi on of a vital modern'art
ted , and 'headline ' news is always vital ,
form, faithf ully serving our young , but
(i.e. .Timi Hendrix Dies, or Ti mi Hendrix
artisticl y mat ure cultists? Actua lly, what
Lives, or Ted Nugent Finds God) Now
it comes down to is whet her you call
th at 's news! I mean , the next time Elton
yourself a "fan " or an ardent admirer of
J ohn (his real name is Reginald Dwight ,
whichever J oe Hip art -rock-street poet- . -* ' y'know. His friends , however, call him..-.)
singer-songwriter happ ens to be this year 's retires again , I wanna know ! But how
token Time magazine cover , and whether
' bout the less ju stifiable aspects of the
you purchas e Rolling Stone off the newsbusiness? (Whoops. Did I just call it a
stand or have a subscri ption delivered con-a? business?) • Damn !
venientl y to your neighbor 's mailbox beReviews fr ' instance are of limited
cause some obscure computer programmer
value. Is someone being more 'qualified'
doesn 't care whether you 're a fan or not. ' to smear their opinionated biases all
(A recent stu dy showed that RS subover our media , better than someone with
good taste? Let' s qu alify ' qualified'
scriptions skyrocket when they stopped
while we're at it. It takes a multitude
delivering them in plain brown wrappers ,
of talents to be a successful rock reviewletting everyone see who 's on the cover. )
er. You gotta know more than just a lot
Why do you read this trash anyway ?
about music, you gotta know the little
Because it 's a rush to see your personal
obscurities and personal insights to give
cult hero 's n ame in pr int, kn owing all the
your
overall know ledge cr edibili ty. , You
time that countless less informed masses
have
to
be able to write good, elsewisc
are seeing the name for the first time,
y
o
u
co
u
ldn 't have filled out the job app lithinking how cool it would have been to
cation. Lastl y, you must have tastes
have known this guy back when..., ba ck
compatible to at least some of the public ,
wh en y ou knew ! Wild ! O r, because you
or else nobody reads what you -write . Oh
want to kn ow for sure that Clapton did
yes,
you also have to be much too old
indeed play en his own last album? The
to
be
able to relate to the emotions
answ ers to these, and other quest ions can
y
o
u
jud
ge. It 's taken for granted that
be found in liner notes of Dylan albums
i

revies have alm ost nothing to do with album sales, and so in effect , do not reach
the public. On the other hand , ifl'd
seen 'The Future of Rock and Roll' (I ,
unfortuna tel y only know its name), I'd
be rich , and J on Landau would be pump
ing gas in J ersey. The remainin g forms
of the genre are total y groundless and
subjective to the point of pouotlessness
pseudo avant punk. Included here are
commen taries , gossip pieces, rock fiction r
and all columns.
You may be thinking that while all
the things I've said about roclc jounralism
are true , the same can be said for all
journalistic forms based on an ar t, as the
same problems arise. Perhaps the credibility of a journalistic outgrowth rides
with the credibili ty of its- subject. The
A M A J o urnal has clout for obvious reasons. So jm the final analysis , rock itself
must be credi ble , if we are to consider
the-soon-to-be- time-honored practice of
RJ Legitimate. What do I think? In the
words of J oey Ramone , "I don 't care. "
Good luck Ted !

J O URNALIS TIC NOTE: In an effort to
compete more successfully with other
area stations Colby 's WMHB has announced plan s to go to a daytime AOR format
beginning a week f r om yesterday.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sat., February 25

Mon. , Febru ary 27

Wed., March I

Annual S.A.F.
Craf ts Fai r , lOsOO5:00 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse.
Performance of Tell
Tale Poe by Chamber Theatre Co.,
8:00 p.m. in the
Chapel. Workshops
in acting techni que
at 2i O0 and 4i30
p.m. in Dunn dance
studio
Master class with
J ody Oberfelder , visiting dancer ( 3:00
p.m. in Dunn danc e
studio.
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A/ Core y
M usic Center
"E VER YTHIN G IN M US JC " .
99 Ma in St.

872-3622

On Sunday, February 26 , at 4 p.m
in the chapel , die "Music of Brahms and

Liszt " will be presented in a Vesper Con
cert. Adel Heinrich will perform on the
organ and Mike Pelletier will si ng, accom
panied by Gretchen Hall on tli e piano.
Film Direction will pre sent "Elivra
Madigan " on Saturday, February 25,

in Lovejoy 100. The film will be shown
at 7:00 pm and 9:30 pm and admission
is $1.00. Called "perhaps the most
beau tiful movie in history " in the New
Yorker , Bo Widerberg 's film is a highly
romantic tale presented in a highly
roman tic style. The impressionist -like
camera work and color , influenced later
roman tic styles in film.

NORM'S PIZZA
Featur ing; Pizza & A_ *t. S«ndwiclie_
Ice Gold Draug ht Beer
Fre e delivery , $12,00 m inimu m ,
after 7:00 p.m., Pizza and Subs
Open Daily 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Sun. & Hdliday s 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
41 Temple St,

Wa terville

872-2400

Stu-A films will present " G odzilla vs
The Thing" on Friday , February 24 in
Lovejoy 100. A silly sci-fi flick with on
all-star J apanese cast. Admission is $1 .00.

Despite the new drinking age and some
last minute preparations , the Winter Carnival was successful, according to Pat Chasse ,
Director of Student Activities.
Local businesses provided roughly $700
worth of prizes. Over 40 businesses participated , many donatin g $25 along with one
$50 donation from the Colby Spa. The
openin g of the Student Arts Festival
coincide d with the Carnival to provide
a full calendar over the weekend.

Dana w ins
Cool $125.00
by Karen Pfeiffer and Karen Baumstark
After many days and ni ghts of work ,
the Winter Carniv al Snow Sculpture Contest
came to an end last Saturday night in the
gym with the ann ouncement of the winn ers.
Since the theme of the Carn ival was "Space
Oddities ," it- is not surprisin g that all of
the prize-winni ng entrants , with the exception of the first place winne r, dealt with
the movie Star Wars.
Dana Hall , with its huge snow replica
of the spaceshi p/guitar on the Boston album
cover, won the first prize of $125. Zeta
Psi and the New Dorms tied for second
place ; each received a $75 prize. Zeta
Psi's sculptur e featured Darth Vadar , the
ultim ate villain of Star Wars, holding the
Prin cess Leia captive with Luke Skywalker
and the rob ot R2D2 coming to her rescue.
The New Dorms utilized the cliffs and rocksurroun ding the dorm s to presen t a sculptur e of Luke and the Pri ncess trapped in
a hug e garba ge pit, with Vadar looking
on from a rock overhead. Third place
went to Delta Upsilon for their sculpture
of the Inv asion of the J awas , a small ,
faceless desert creatures from , again , Star
Wars. D.U. received a $50 prize .
The judg es, who include J ames
G illespie, J anice Seitinger and J ohn
J oseph , remarked that they had a very
hard time judg ing th e sculptures and took
over an hour to decide. The prize money
is to be spent at the Spa-Pub by th ose who
worked on the sculptures.
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Score Board
SWIMMING
Colby 62/ Keene 35
400 YD. MEDLEY KEJ J i y - 1 C DonnenFeld, Haussman , Crouter , Low 5:29.3.
1.000 YD. FREESTYLE - 1 Bradley C, 2
Hodess C, 11:50.
2QQ . YP, FREESTYt-E - 1 Solomon C, 2
Van Winkle C, 3 Stefansk y K, 2:02.6.
50 YD. FREESTYLE - 1 Caron K , 2
Underbill K , 3 Donnenfeld C. 24 sec.
200 YD. INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY - 1 G ermain C, 2 Crouter C, 2:25.1.
t METER DIVING - 1 Roberts K , 2 Piatczyc
C, 219.20 pts.
„nn YD. BUTTERFLY - 1 Crouter C, 2:50.8.
100 YD. FREESTYLE - 1 Caron K , 2 Under
Hill K , 3 Solomon C, 52.7 sec.
200 YD. BACKSTROKE -1 Germain C,
2:26.0.
$110 YD. FREESTYLE - 1 Dwyer C, 2 Bradley C, 3 Stefansky K , 5:16.4.
200 YD. BREASTROKE - 1 Van Winkle C,
2 Haussman C, 2:50.6.
3 METER DIVING - 1 Roberts K , 250.3 pts
40Q YP, FREK TYLE RE LAY - 1 K Stefansky, Underbill. Caron , Roberts , 3:40.3.

WOMEN'S VARSITY HOCKEY

Future games: UNH (2/21) home*, North
River Penguins (2/24 arid 2/25) home.

Massport 8, Colby 3

Colb y
i
i"
1— 3
Massport 2 2 4 — 8
FIRST PERIOD
Scorin g:!. (MJ ) Campbell , 18:16
2. (C) Johnson , 16:32
3. (MJ ) SordiUo , 1:01
SECOND PERlOB
Scoring ; 1. (C) J ohnson , 16:32
2. (MJ ) Sullivan , 10:44
3. (MJ ) Farr o, 00:16
THIRD PERIOD
Scoring: 1. (C) Blackw'ell, 14:30
2. (MJ ) Sulhvan , 14:00
3. (MJ ) J ones, 8:58
4. <MJ ) Grei g, 5:15
5. <MJ ) J ones, 2.56

Colby 5, Bosto n College 2

0 - 5
1
4
0
0
2 — 2
FIRST PERIOD
Scoring: 1. (C) Blackwell (Smith , J ohnson)
14:38
SECOND PER IOD
Scorin g: 1. .(C) J ohnson (Donerty , Smith),
1:52
2. (C) Blackwell (Doher ty, J ohnson) 9:10
3. (C) J ohnson (Woods), 6:07
4. (C) J ohnson , unassis ted , 4:23
THIR D PERI OD
Scoring: J . (BC) Corco ran , 12:36
Leadin g scorers (over J anuary).*
G
A
P ts
Lee J ohnson
11
S
lp
Carol Doherty
7
8
15
Linda Smith
6
5
11
Betsy Blackwell
7
3
10
Colby
BC

WOME N'S VARSI TY BASKETBALL
Bowdoi n 74, Colby 40
16 24- 40
.olbv
^%\ffi
Valvmli 4 4-* 12; lihepln 3 1-4 7; Brlgham ,
4 0-2 8; Bar ker 0 0-0 0; Alter 1 0-0 2; Ur
land 5 0-0 10; Bruenn 0 0-0 0; Davidoff
1 0-0 4
¦Wo itati available f o rBowdoin)

Harvey Breaks Record

WOME N'S BASI_ETBALL
Colby 62, Merrimac k 41

Colby . 37 25 - 6 2
Merrimack 20 21 - 41
COLBY
Valranis 4 1-2 9; Chapin 4 1-6 9; Brigham 6 0-0 12; Barker 5 1-1
ham 6 0-0 12; Barker 5 1-1 11; Mitchell
1 0-0 2; Alter 3 0-0 6; Leland 3 0-0 6;
Bruenn 0 O-O 0; Harrison 1 1-2 3.
(no stats avmiablefo r Merrimack)

MEN'S VA RSITY HOCKEY

Colby 6, Boston State 5
FIRST PERIOD
SCORING : L BS - Bill Cuiley flloppei and
Murph y) 5:50; 2. C - Scannell (Quar anto ,
O'Halloran ) 10:57; 3. C - Kelley (Sparks ,
O'Fria) 15:16.
PENALTIES: C: Gent interferenc e 4:25,
BS: Murphy roughing 12: 17, C: Kehoe charging
12:17, C: O'Halloran tripping 15:39 , BS: TasWan
tripping 17:21, C: KeUey slashing 18:44.
SECOND PERIO D
SCORIN G: 1. C - Sparks (Kelley, O'Fria )
6:52f2. Kehoe (Muip hy, Gent) 7:34; J. BS Harrin gton (R. Harringt on, Hooper ) 18.44.
PENATvTIES: C: Kehoe char ging 8:06, C:
Norton tri ppin g 9:45 , BS: Barr ett roughing
19.28, BS: Sant o roughing 19.28, C: MaoLean rou ghing 19.28, C: O'Halloran roughin g
19:28.

THIR D FEJUOD
SCORING: L C - KeUey (Jackson) 1:41; 2.
C - Norton (Murphy, Painchaud) 15:36 ; 3. BS
- Kelley Q_ooper , Banett) 17.06.
PENALTIES: BS: Ho oper tri pp ing 5:4 0, C:
Kehoe charging 11:26, BS: Mui phy interference
14.0?, BS: Tashian 10 min; misconduct 14:09,
C: Quara nt o high stick 14:09 , C: O'Fria
hookin g 15:45.
SAVES
Faulstich
12 13 10 - 35
Sweene y
10 12 13 - 35

BASKETBAL L STANDINGS
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Bowdoin
Colb y
Maine
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Fencers
Hostin g Meet
by Sue Pierce

This weekend the Colby Community
will have a chance to watch some of
the best fencers in New Eng land be cause
the Colby Fencing Club is sponsoring an
APIA (Amateu r Fencers ' League of
America ) sectionals competition.
The competi tion is reall y a bi g
event in the fencing world , as the winners from this competition will go to
the Nationals.
The meet is Satu rday, - February 25
and Sunday, Febru ary 16 from 9 AM to
8 PM in the small basketball court. The
classes will bet Women and Under 19
(Sun.)} Men (Sun.)t and Team Fenci ng
(Sun.).
Fencing is an exciting and beauti ful sport to wat ch. The Fencing Club
encourages everyo ne to come and watch
one of the world 's great leisure spor ts.
If anyone would like to help set
up, keep score , or keep time for an hour
or two during the meet, please get in
touc h with Sue Pierce 3-284*6 or Hugctte
Duteau ext. 537. En garde I

Tired, but happy, hig h fointman Paul Harvey is congratulated by teammate after
shattering Brad More 'spoint total of 1935 by 20 points, when he picke d up 34
points at Babson last Saturday.

G.C.P

Icewomen Even- Up
by Ka thy Reicher t

Entries in the Women 's hoefcey record book were balanced this weekend ,
when the Mules adde d a debit and a cred
it to thei r overall record of 4-fi-l , beating Boston College 5-2, and losing to the
Massp ort J ets, 8-3.
/
Colby Mules were tough , but were
tossed over by their arch-rivals , the Masssport J ets , on Friday night in the Alfond
Arena. Playing up to competition as
usu al, the Mules gave the J ets a hard hitting and hard -contested gome.
First period action included a goal
fr om Sue Campbell of the Massport J ets-,
and anoth er goal for the J ets within the
last five minu tes of play by Isa Sordill o.
Betsy Blackwell lit the ligh t for Colby
early in the first period. ,
Stephanie Vrattos put forth an excellent effort , acting like a bullet-proof
vest agains t a constan t barrage of Massport shots on goal.
In t he second per iod , Lee J ohnson
evened up the score with a pictureperfect set-up from the slot helped by
Linda Smith . On their powerplay, the
J ets ju mped ahead , scoring on a wellscreened shot in front of the net. ' As the
Mules tired , the gome-play fell to individual effor ts by Lee J ohnson , the dr ama tic
defemew oman , and the canny Carol Doherty. Bre nda Farre ll scored on a technically perfec t tip-in from the blue line.

third period to make it 4-3 for the J ets.
In the last ten minutes of the third stanza, the J ets ran up the score , Patti Jones
at 6:lit and a screened shot at 9:48 ; plus
more laure ls for J ones at 12:34. The
final score was 8-3 .
The stickwome n held BC at bay, 1-0
in the first period , captain Betsy Blackwell slipped the puck past the post to
give Colby their lone goal. "Th ey got off
to a somewhat sluggish start ," said Coach
J ack Leary, but even while sluggish, the
Mules outsh ot BC by 30%.
Lee J ohnson emerged as tlie touchstone of Colby 's offense and d efense ,
either scoring or assisting in every goal
during the second period. The Mules showed t ight teamwork and tough forech ecking , digging the puck out of the corner
and producing J ohnson 's first goal at 1:52
After a quick consulta tion on strategy, Blackwell broke for the BC net, was
repelled once, bu t fired the puck from
the slot, with the aid of Carol Doherty
and Lee J ohnson . At 7 :07 and 4:23 , J ohn
son scooped into the slot, once aided by
Kim Wadkins , and once unassis ted ? when
the dust had setded, J ohnson had yet another hat trick to feather her cap.
The tempo dropped in the third per
iod, allowin g BC to pick up thei r sole
goal at 12:36 , scored by Anne Corcoran
in a goal-scre ening shuffle on the crease.

4 Trackers Qualify
by Kathy Reichert

Colby runners and fieldmen
landed eleventh out of 27 places in
the Eastern Intercolleg iate Athletic
Association Ch ampionships in New
Haven , Conn , last 'Sa turday.
The spec t a t or 's spo t light focused
upon Mule men Paul Kazilonis (record
breaker in high jump ), Don Bowman
(fi fth in shot put ), Co-Capt. Bill Getch -.

ell (fourth in 600-ynrd run) and J ohn
Crispin (fou rth in pole vault).
Cha rac teristic of "Kaa ," he stepped
up to t he high ju mp jud ge and introduced himselfi "Of course , you rjjj w,
fe
who I am... " before stealing away wi t h
a first-place 6'7" jump .
Colby team members anxiousl y
and hopefull y awai t the New Englands
nex t week.

Ski Season Syn opsis
by Bill Sawyer

The Colby Men 's Ski Team has
undergone what would best be described
as a slightly disor ganized season.
Fall tr ainin g was rigorously conducted by Coach.McConnell for upcoming races. Halfway throug h th e .
racing season , McConnell left Colby to
take a coaching position at Ball. State in
Indiana.
Athletic Director Dick McGee
4-ickIy reacted to. the crisis and enrolled the Men 's Team in the Sugarloaf Racing Pro gram. The Men 's Ski
Team had participa ted in the Sugarloaf
program for the past two years. Team
members fed that the coaching and
training at Sugarloaf is the ' best in
Maine.
.i_ H>
E ar lier in the season , the high cost
of training at Sugarloaf made the pro gram infeasible. Now, throug h the
efforts of McGee , the Ski Team is back
on the ro ad to becoming the New England ski power it once was, aided by pro
ficient coaching at Sugarloaf.

Throug hout the season , seniors
Peter J effries ' and Capt. Bill Sawyer 's
perfor mances were consistent. Paul
Fachada 's talent anchore d die crosscountry team and Colby 's own bicycle
racers Peter Bryant and J amie Conbl ly
were there to "chase the squirrel" as
well. Senior Chris Bradl ey and jun ior _ Kin Schildbac h showed m ar ked impro vement. A star was discovered on the
team * in the future front -runner , fresh man J ohn Densmore.
The new coach , Bruce Mile, showed
exceptional ab ility. He managed to keep
the team members out of trouble , enjoy ing the meets while helping them to
register their best perfor mances.
The Colby Men 's Ski Team is not
a "young " team ; all but one of its members are uppe relassmen . The future of
the team lies in Colby 's ability to tap
high school talen t now tha t the Ski
Team has the coachin g and the organiza tion to develop the skills of high school
prospects.

W omen
2 For 3

Pat "Hooper " Valvartis goes up for a shot.
by Pat Hooper .
Bowdoin played the role of the
spoile r last week as the Colb y women 's
basketball team nette d two wins and a
loss. The Mul es rolled over Nasson 89-11
and Merrimack 62-41. Thei r record now
is 9-4-j with 8 games remaining in the
regular season .

Happy Hoopers
Win Another

,
(tf ¦ Captain . Brad Gertmine got the jump on teamma te J erry Krouter and Keene competit ion
'
when Colby splashed by Keene 62 - 35. Colby won 8 out of 12 events. "Th ey weren t even
there, " said Germaine.

Sport s
Notes
"I PLAY"
_a__lj_ Tennig will continue throug hout second semester , with a tournament
held each month.
The winner of last mon th 's t ourna' -hient was a team from TDP (Drennan
Lowell , Rick Saddler , and Ron Davids ),
Teams have been revised to consist of
two pepple instead of three.
Anyone interested in entering the
le ague for next month , should have their
roster submitted to Gene DeLorcnzo by
March 20.
<

Rink Rambli ng}
UNH - a school which deal t Colby
its first loss this season , has Impr oved
markedl y. The Mul es defeat ed the UNH
girls 12*0 last year , bu t with the aid of a
team of freshwom en , drawn from the
Ithaca Shooting Star s and a 25 ,000 dollar
budg et, the UNHcw were abl e to sk ate
{*by the reduced Colby squ ad .

Colby hoopsters plucked . another
victory from the grasp of St. Franci s of
Biddeford. They won 83-38. "Everyone played well. It was fantastic!"
said happy hi gh-point hold er Patty Valvanis.
The Mules leap t in fron t at the
hal f, with a 2 6-point margin. They ou tshot and out-reboun ded St. Francis to
lengthen the lead to a final 45-point
spread.

3 "Fast " Women
Moving On
b y Barb Neal and Ch ris Pesek

The Colby wom en 's ski team has
not been party ing th ese last few weekends , they've been wrapped up in WEISA
Div. II competition .
Skiers returned early fr om Christ mas bre ak to attend a 4-day training
camp up at Sugarloaf.
A few weeks later we atte nded a
ski meet at Pat 's Peak in Hennikcr NH,
placing third ou t of all Division II '
schools and setting the pac e for tlie
remainder of tli e season.
This past weekend , alpine and
nordic racers completed the Division II
schedule with a meet sponsored by
^
Bates College
hcl<| at Sunday Rive r and
Chisolm Pa rk . Despite brillian t performance s in two of the th ree even ts , speed
in the gian t slalom , was not quite enough
t o over t ake t he Mule 's arch-rival sPlymou th State and Bates College. Colby women skied in to second place behind Plymou th in the slalom, nearly
upse tting Bates in cross country (edged
out by only two points ).
Throughou t the season , individual

team members placed repeatedl y in th e
top ten in both alpine and nordic events.
Car ol Arn ess , the freshm an wonder , slued
aggressively , to place sixth in overall
standin gs. Ri ght behind her , Co-captain
Chris Pesek placed ten th . Other solid
p erform ers includ ed Linda Davis , Barb
Croft , Liz K ous cky , Kyle Harrow , Mart a
Ruth and Liz Alpert.
Led by Linnea K oonce and coca p t ain Barb Neal , plu s the complement
of Muffy Pa tte n , Barbar a Cooper and
J o anie Chestnut, tlie cross country skiers
turned in good perform ances.
Car ol Arness , Linn ea Koonce and
Barbara Neal arc traveli ng to Middlebu ry
this coming weekend to ski in die Div. I
C hampionshi ps. The following weekend
our team has qual ified to attend an invitati onal mee t hosted by the Unive rsity
of Maine at Orono.
The ski team thanks the athletic
depmmen t f or our great coach . Matt Wad
die , and supp ort. It has been a good sea*
son , and remember: fast women have
bet ter times.

"Na sson should' ve taken the eari y
bus back to Springvale ," said one Mule in
summary of the game. They were down
5 1-6 at the half , as Colb y immediatel y
took.control of the game by repeatedl y
stealing the ball and improving their average percenta ge from the floor.
The Mule bench sh owed depth , as
Coach Gene DeLorcnzo began substitu ting
earl y in the first half. All but one Colby
player tallied a minimum of two points:
Patty Valvanis scored 18 for the Mule s
(12 in the fust f ew minu tes of phy);
Nancy Cha pin sunk 12; Sarah Russell
tallied 10.
The Nasson blowout dulled Colby 's
'comp etitive edge,' however , in the Mules'
second game of the week , the women
dropped the contest 74-40. Colby had
antici pated a close match agains t the disciplined and well-coached Polar Bears , but
found more difficulties with their own
plays than with Bowdoin 's. The Mul es
failed to move the ball and execute their
normally effective running game. Their
offense was stagnant and only six players
hit for points.
Linda Alter , latel y one of the Mules '
hottest players , fouled out earl y. Nancy
Leland' s tough competition and 10 point
cont ribution was one of the few brright
spots of the game.
Defensively, Colby made most of
the Pol ar Bears face their shots but
couldn 't keep freshman sensation Barbara
Krause out of the key. Krause dominated
the inside positions and led all scorers
with 28 points.
The women red eemed themselves
Saturday night against Merrima ck by
using a 1-2-1-1 full count pressure.
Merrimack led brief ly 4-0, but the
Colby pres s rattled the Warri ors, forced
several successive turnovers , and reversed
the lead perman endy.
Nan cy Chap in had a strong game ,
driving to the hoop and drawing multiple
fouls. Les Harriso n was invincible defensively and her steals sparke d the Mules to
a 17 poin t margin at the half. Playmaker
J an Barker scored 17 points as did Nancy
Chap in , while Co-Captain Lory Bri gham
picked up 12.
The next seven of ei ght games are
MAIAW competition and Colby needs as
many victories as possible to gain a good
berth for the tournament ladder.

"I Pla y" Record
"I PLAY" baikeibal !finishes up its
r egu alrly sch e duled games this week , and
play off games ar e set to begin next week,

THE A LEAGUE

Th e Dim Whits (9 - 0) stand in
first place, wi th ZP (9 - 1) a close second.
It 's a scramble between th e four remaining teams for the other two playoff
berth s.

THE B LEAGUE

Several B league team s h ave been
dr opped from the schedule due to forfeits
H ow ever , seven teams still rem ain in the
league with Averill - 3 , No Names , and
Piranha vying for the top spot.
"I PLAY" hocjkey consists of th ree
le agues and will run th roug h th e first
week in Mar ch. Playoff games will be on
the v>th and 10th.

THE A LEAG UE

Kelly 's team heads up the A league

with a 5 - O record . Close benind is
DK E ( 4 - 1 ) and Phi Delt (3 - 0).

- THE B LEA GUE

At th e top of the B league is
¦ ¦
nmers
Hrelt ncy (2 1 1) tnd Ke
Broth el (2 - 1).

THE C LEAGU E

league with
LCA-Z heads up the C
a 3 - 0 record.

l__U_
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Tbe New York City Urban Corps
has announced their Management Inter n
Program for this summer. For students
in any major , the program provides the
opportunity to work closely with manage
ment level personnel in the areas of city
government to interest. ' Come to LJ 110
for more info.

This program is a two-year individually tailored career program which leads
to posi tions of increasing responsibility
in the developing countries of Asia, Africa, Latin America and the Near East.

Two professors have 19-ft. saliboat—bully
for them you say. But they are in Main
and the boat is in Chicago! If you are
willing to make their summer happy by
trailing it to "Waterville sometime during
the next three months, please propose
terms. Contact either Jan Hogendorn ,
economics, or Charles Ferguson, French.
Thanks very much ,
Jan Hogendorn and
Charles Ferguson

Summer work/study

Crossroads Africa sends many volunteer students to English and French
speaking African countries to live in the
communities and to help in many vital
self-help projects. Academic credit, if
approved by Colby, can be obtained as
well as valuable references.
Companies coming to interview at
Colby:

9

16
17.
20
22

Depositors Trust Co.
K-M art Apparel Corp .
U.S. Navy
Peace Corps/Vista

15

April

19...

(i4^5^m

N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co.

SENIORS: We would like to see
something a little different in the Oracle
next year. If you feel inspired, a personalized impression of your Colby experience
would add a totally new dimension and
some meaning to a hook full of pictures.
If interested or so inspired, please contact
John Geismar, Box 54_, 109 Foss.

Twenty-four years ago today, the following item appeared on the front page of the
Colby ECHO beneath the headline, "Board
Announces Tuition Increase." Once again,
you've come a long way baby. '
A $100 increase in tuition was voted by
the Colby Trustees at a meeting of tbe
Board on J anuary 23, 1954, bringing total Colby charges f o r tuition, board , room
and fees to $1,333.
President Bixler states , houever, that
this increase, necessary because of increasing costs, still keeps Colby charges below
those of other colleges of our type. This
added income will be used primarily f or
faculty salary increases but a substantial
part will go to students in the f o r m of
increased f inancial aid.
ARTIST NEEDED : To provide drawing,
woodcut, sketch, or silkscreen of a Colby
scene suitable for a Christmas card. If
interested, call or drop by the Hill House,
ext . 216, to talk with Laurie Fitts, Jeff
Sanderson or Frank Stephenson.
Announcing the Hamlin and Goodwin
Speech Contests to be held in the Smith
Lounge of Runnals at 3 PM Friday, February 24. Prospective participants are
asked to contact the English D epartment
(main desk) for details.
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^.Institute for Paralegal
Training
See Career Planning Office to sign for a
time.
20.
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collegiate crossword

Summer jobs
There are many summer job openin gs in the Career Planning Office, LJ 110
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The N.Y. Times is having problems
•
[ establishing a rou tine plane connection j
» between N.Y. City and Boston. There- ¦
" !
i fore, the papers are not arriving in
! Waterville un til late afternoon. Because !
! of this, all daily papers will be delivered;
J the next morning. It is hoped this prob-|
| lem will be corrected in 2 to 3 weeks. J
• Thank you for your patience with
•
!
• the "Times".
¦
•
Peter Jeffries
i
Boston Globe Representative
•
!
New York Times Representative \
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ JfL _J_J_»J*4J»

Lost: Ladies Navy blue blazer. If
found , please contact Sandra, x 529
(275 Mary Low)

The Past

BILL'S L UNCH

... IBM Office Produc ts

! ATTENTION: Dally N.Y. Times
; Subscribers

Wanted: My dungaree ja cket that was
taken from the coat rack in Roberts
during lunch last Thursday. Please return to John Devine.

0P£N fl\ 6ti.-$t[T. £,« - Jf om
SUA/: ?:D0 4» - /1 >
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Royal Globe Ins. Co.
Vick Chemi cal Co.

Health Consultants Inc
I.B.M. General Systems Division
Liberty Mutual Ins.

The booklet entitled "Retail Management" from the CATALYST series is
missing from the Career Planning Office.
If anyone has borrowed it v/e would appreciate it very much if they would return it so that other students may make
use of it.

Echoes Fro m

^^^—_— .—_)_ »»¦—^__^—__ k_»_»__ ^__*

Paul Revere Life Ins.

6.
&

Missing

This Monday evening , Kim Marsh
will begin teaching her third course in
sign language for the deaf here at Colby
Anyone interested in joining the class
should contact Kim at 2-6370 or come
to Sturtevant Lounge Monday , Feb. 27 ,
from 7:30-8:30.

International Development

23
Marc h 2

Smith-Corona "Electra
II" portable electric typewriter. PurChased last April, has four years left on
warranty. Standard American keyboard
with .additional French accent keys; one
changeable type key. Automatic carriage
return, pre-set tabulator. Works perfectl y,
ideal for students going on in French.
Price: $145.00. See Professor J. M.
Weiss, Lovejoy 409E , Ext. 592.

Students interested in participating in
Colby's Study Abroad program at the
Universite de Caen (Normandy) for the
academic year 1978-79 are urged to contact Prof. G.T. Filosof, Dept. of Modem
Foreign Languages, in Lovejoy 332. This
program is open to qualified freshmen or
sophomores. Application deadline is March
15, 1978.

The Environmental Intern Program
announces 1978 Spring/Summer Program
sponsored by the Massachusetts Audubon
Society. Deadlin e March 15, 1978.

Feb. 23

FOR SALE:

Applications for dormitory staff
positions for 1978-79 will be available
from Thursday, February 16 to Tuesday,
February 28, 197$ in Eustis 207. All
completed applications and .recommendation forms are due by Tuesday, February
28, 1978.

Internships

^

Random

Random

L Serious wrongdoing
6 Brown pigment
11 Feign
13 Retaliate for
15 Optimistic
16 Ornamental dish
17 Shakespearean

killer

18 Aflame
20 Electrical unit
21 British verb suffix
22 Snares again
26 Ibsen character
27 Tri gonometric ratio
(abbe),
2B Avoidance
29 Prefix: threefold
30 Manors
32 Jungle animal
34 Hake a mistake
35 Musical syllable
36 Alley denizens
40 Drown pigments

44 Prefix: mouth

•15 Goddess of
agricul ture
47 Basic Latin verb
48 Oo wrong

49
50
51
52
53
54
58

Newspaper VIPs
— Aviv
Unders tand
Composer Dellbes
Spanish article
On tjhe way (2 wds.)
Of a biological

class

62 Played for time
63 Lift
64 Winter forecast
65
mouthed
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
9
10
11
12

DOWN
Intersects
Esteem
Mine ra l suffix
— culpa
Suffk for
correspond
Calendar abbreviation
First lady
— so
Thankless one
Moorohoad and
Do M1 'Me
Encomium
River features

13
14
19
22

Sell
Lamprey fishermen
Tax collecters
Make a secondhan d
deal
23 Turned Inside out
24 Star of " Lilies of
the Field "
25 Night nuisances
31 Energy agency
(abbr.)
33 One of the Dobbso y
Twins
36 Throws
37 Accl imates
3fl Feldspar , for ono
39 Put on a happy
face
40 Curly or Slump
41 Neither sharp nor
fl at
42 Agreeable feature
43 Relief f rom grief
46 Nice summer
55 Corrida cry
56 Diminutive suffix
57 Tho —•— Offensive
59 SIippory
60 Born
61
Braun

:
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[MIMMIfflL,
Divest Thyself

by Nancy J. Paterson

The Colby ECHO app lauds the initiative taken by the Faculty at last
Wednesday 's meeting. In expressin g their abhorrence of the racist policies of the Government of South Africa and requesting the College to divest itself of its holdings .
in any exploitative corporation , they have certainl y taken a step in the right direc•
tion .
The implications of the corporate presence in South Africa are far reaching. Many Americans do not realize just how much influen ce certain corporate executives of this country have in South Africa. The imperialistic nature of their economic relationshi p with South Africa is such that these United States corporations
thrive on the continued exploitation and enslavement of the people of South Africa..
That a college such as Colby based so deep ly on the tenets of "liberalism" could allow itself to be financiall y tied to such racist corporations can not be
condoned.
<_
Economic profit cannot be placed above the inhumane and unjust conditions under which the Blacks of South Africa are currentl y forced _ to live. That liberal
Colby 's endowment could ever be tied to such exploitative institutions , is morall y unacceptable .
The fact that we are connected in one way or another to these Corpor ations either by the use of their produ cts or by the investment of much of Colby 's
portfolio in their stock (or both), must give rise to the demand that the College divest itself of these stocks.
We as members of the College Community can onl y request such divestiture. It is up to the Board of Trustees to decide whether Colby 's implicit support of ,
the racist South African regime is reall y compatible with the values and freedoms advocated by our College.

l
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$10,000

Perhaps too much has been said on
the subject of the Student Association this
week ; however , I feel obliged to attempt to
comment on the "$10 ,000 Controversy, " As
I see £t, there are four -considerations to be
discussed: Ron Graham , Mike Slavin, Sid
Mohel and the ECHO.
When Ron Graham was elected to the
office of Executive Chairperson of the Student Association, he assumed some rather
cumbersome responsibilities. In effect, he
became responsible for the entire Stu-A machine not only for the proper delegation of
authority within the Stu-A, but also for planning, communication and coordination of
"the various aspects of the Student Association. For one reason or another , the prop osal to the Board of Trustees for a $10,000 increase in the Stu-A allotmen t went sour.
For whatever reason. Planning was insuffiigible and coorcient , communication was negl
dination invisible. No matter for what reason ,
Ron Graham still held the responsibility ; no
one ever said that everything would always
be fine and dand y and I would expect an
Executive Chairperson would be able to accept the bad with the good.
There is no glory in playing bookkeep er for the Stu-A funds. Mike Slavin is as good
a Treasurer for the Stu-A as there has been .
Who could seriously deny that? All matters
pertaining to Stu-A monies,, present or future ,
do fall under the jurisdiction of the Treasurer, but would anyone expect Mike Slavin to
prepare an involved budgetary statement
without knowing it was needed? I can 't
fault Mike for not doin g his job because he

was not made aware of the need. He was in:
forme d of the situation within hours of the __
Committee meeting and while he was in the
Infirmar y. I have every confidence that the
rep ort would have been completed to the
satisfaction of everyone if he had been given
the opportuni ty. There is no opportuni ty for
proper report preparation while you are flat
on your back and isolated from the data you
need.
As Committee Chair person , Sid Mohel
had no direct responsibilities in this matter.
Vet Sid felt that the situ ation was important
enough to be worth his while to at least try
to meet the request deadline . In the space of
a few short hours , he pieced together a read able summary of the budgetary situation
which was not sufficient for the Budget and
Finance Commit tee's purposes. Sid Mohel
put the students first ; the attempt may have
been doomed from the start but he gave it ¦
his best.
As to the fourth considera tion ; the
ECH O will stand behind what it prints. Information is verified-I do not consider myself foolish enough to go but on a limb without something to back me up. Our sources
on the "$10 ,OOC Controversy " were primary
and reliable . It was an oversight on my part
that I did not think to call Mike Slavin personally—if only to say 'hey, I heard such-andsuch; is it so?'
The ECHO is put out each week by
students for students. We are seriously attempting to present as much accurate information to the Student Body as we can. This
semester there may be some toe-ste pping-on
but the students will be informed.
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Of all the problems facing the students at Colby, the most immediat e concern is the social life on campus . For .
some, the causes of these problems ra nge
from real events like the changes in drink ing policy to intangib les like student apa thy. Th ese are factors which affect the
quality of our social life, "but they are not
the real pr oblems. We have a leadership
void at Colby and this void is centered in
the hazy area betwe en administration and
student leaders. The prob lem lies in the
lack of any organizing and coord inating
person or group of people at Colby.
The studen t body at Colby is not
the interacting community one might expect to find at a college * rather , it is more
of a conglomeration of semi-independent
groups of stud ents , all with potential ly
conflicting goals. Cultural Life, Powde r
and Wig, Stu-A Film s, So-cial Life , the
Pub and any other grou ps which schedule
social events often end up atte mpting to
reach the same segments of the population
at the same time. The result of this condition is that our social activities , con end
up in a frenzy of activity on some weekends and a wasteland of inactivity / on others.
One might chink that the Directo r
of Student Activities , is responsible for
this situation , but the title of die position
does not indicate the actua l cap acity of
the job . As it has been described to me ,
the position is mainly a supervisory function concerning clubs and also an expedi ting function for the facilities we have at
our disposal. His concern would not real ly
be with the distribution of events from
week to week unless it affected facilities '
use. At this point , we might even wonde r

if an administrator had any business plan ning our social life. Shouldn 't students determine what is best for thei r social activities?.
We dp have ah elected Social Life
Chairperson , but this is another case where
the descrip tion does not necessarily fit the
actual job. Over the last few years , the
work in this position has been concerned
with bring ing professio nal acts (bands , etc.)
to Colb y for the benefit of the students.
This is a very time-consuming job and
pr ob a bly a s mu ch as , if not more than , one
person could handle . Yet there does not
appear to be any other logical posi t ion
for a student life coordinator.
Wha t needs to be done , then , is t o
recognize that the diverse student groups
at Colby need some coordinat ion for the
ben efit of tlie overall student population.
The problem could b e approached from
any number of angles , but the most logical iqtiolves a redefinition of the role a
Social Life Chairperson plays, The position
should first be concerned with balancing
out the needs of all grou ps sponsorin g
social events and delegatin g the work of
concer t,organizer to a position within the
jurisdic tion of the Social Life Chairperson;
the redefined position would literall y be
responsible fox social func tions at Colby .
If this teems to be too much for one person , then we should consider a committee
to handle the work involved. At anv rate ,
we need someone who would be willing
t o consider the needs of t he st udents and
t heir organizations t oget her, io tha t we
can balance out student life at Colby.
TNi column space is amiable f o r any
interested commentators. Submissions
should be
discussed with tbe Editor two tmks in advance.

__mna_e

All letters must be signed and submitted
by Monday evening. Nam es will be withheld
upon request. The Colhy ECHO reserves the
right to shorten any letter. If we receive several letters concerning one topic of interes t, we
may print only a representative letter.

Haste Makes Waste

To the Editor:
I ¦¦'
Last week 's ECHO contained an apparentl y "hastily prepared" article about
the rejection of the Student Association 's
"hastil y prepared " request for an increase
in their bu dget allocation. The article and
editorial that followed gave the impression
that the only reason that the Student Association did not receive its additional allocation was because we did not spend
enough time in preparing what should
have been a thoroug h request. The ECHO

February 23 , 1978
talked with Sid Mohel and Ron Graha m,
and quoted a letter to Stu-A from Vice
President Pullen.
I 'll admit tha t I probab ly know less
about how to run a newspaper than the
ECHO knows about the workings of the
Student Association , but I've always
though t that a good newspaper tries to col
lect all of the readil y available facts about
a story before printing it. An article containing all of the pertin ent facts then
serves as a good foundation for an editor ial interpreting these facts. Why, then ,
didn 't the ECHO approa ch me about the
bud get increase story ? How could the
ECHO expect to write a story concern ing
the finances of the Stu dent Associat ion
without confering with the Student Association Treasurer? I would have liked to
have seen an explanation , of that in the
editorial column .
The ECHO editorial stated that I
"should have been able to provide the necessary financial information when it was
needed. " I learned of the deadlin e for
budget requests the same day that Sid
Mohel started on the "hastil y prepared "
request . I was unable to help Sid with the
request because I was in the infir mary.

If a reporter from the ECHO had
interviewed me, the first and most import ant thing I would have told him was that
the Student Association has ended up with
a year end surplus for the past two years.
I am sure that the Board of Trustees took
this into account when they turned down
our request for an increase. There are facts
that would justify an increase in our allocation. If we had had the necessary time
to compile this information , I think we
would have had a better chance of getting
an increase.
The last time my name appeared in
the ECHO 1 was reportedl y "unavailable
for comment. " Apparentl y I was unavail able once again. The ECHO has more
trouble getting in touch with me than my
mother does, and she lives over 400 miles
from here . For the ECHO 's information ,
my room num ber is 228A DaJia , my extension is 453 , my mailbox nu mber is
1422, and my mother 's phone number is
201-538-8834 if the ECHO would like to
leave a message with her.
Sincerel y,
Mike Slavin ,
Stu-A Treasur er

G.A.S.P.

Thanks

South Af rican Investments: PRO

_

To the Edito r:

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a letter
printed in your Feb. 14 issue which disapproved of Colby 's investment in American corporations which exist in South Af
nca.
Should Colby dispose of shares in
oil companies operating in Arabia where
women and J ews are denied freedom? Or
in Ind onesia where there are hundreds of
th ousands of political prisoners? Or disinvest in companies marketing coffee grown
in Uganda where Idi Amin has been responsible for killing over one half milli on
black Christians? Or stop saving stocks in
banks that lend billions to Russia where
thousands remain in eighteen Siberian
slave labor camps? Or disinvest in companies which invest in Angola where over ten
thousand mostly white Cuban troops are
Slaught ering Blacks in a civil war? Should
Colby own st ock in companies , marketing
copper from such military dictatorships as
Chile , Peru and Zaire? Should they disinvest in Ameri can Corporations because the
Black youth unemployment rate is 40% *
(much greater than in South Africa) and
because South Bronx makes Soweto look
attractive?
I disagree with the statemen t that the
South African government is tyranical and
repressive. At present , South Africa has
given complete independence and self-governmen t to Transkei as part 'of 'a plan to
give all but one of the seven tribes complete individual nationhood with in five
yean , following the models of Swaziland ,
Botswana and Usotho.
The South African governmen t is
g. ,
^' rap idly disman tlin g petty apartheid (for
example, sporting events). Blac k wages
have also risen three times as fast as whit e
wages , unlike in t he . United Stat es. Should
we encourage these gains by investing or
disinvft ting in South Africa?
The South African government 's policy hopes to pres erve the culture of each of
its many groups whereas t he 'melt ing po t '
policy of the United States has destroyed
the culture of the** Block man and Indian.
At least , South Africa never enslaved
t heir blacks who have migrat ed in t o par ts
of the country from the North only in the
last century. .
Lisa Gun thcr

'81

I would like to take this opportuni ty to thank all those who hel ped to make
las. weekend a success.
First I would like to commend the
members of the student body who work ed to produce so many fine snow sculptures. The spirit and atmosphere generated by these groups of students is something that has been missing from Colby
for some time. Hopefull y, it will continue.
Most import ant of all, I would like
to thank the small group of students who
worked so diligently for the past few
months helping to prepare for the weekend. It was refreshing to see so many
"new faces " get involved and perform so
well. Hopefully , this also will continue.
Sincerely,
J ohn Devine _
Winter Carnival Chairman

Sou t h Afri can Inv est ment s: CON
.

i

¦'

lb the Editor ,
As many students may know by now,
the Maine Conference on Southern Africa
was held at Colby on J an. 25. At the
Conference , the situation in South Africa
was examined in terms of U.S. corporate
investment the re. The fact was also
br ought to light th at approximately $12
million , abou t half of Colby 's total stock
holdings was inves ted in s t ocks of corpora
tions that have subsidiarie s or affiliates
in South Africa.
I would like to poin t out that action
centered ar ound the objective of having
t he Colby Corpora tion dives t itself of
these stock holdings has already begun .
At the most recent faculty meeting a
motion was proposed by six faculty
members reques ting that the Board of
Trus tees Investment Committee sells all
stocks of corpora tions which have not
taken concr ete measures toward ending
institutionalized racism in South > Africa.
The motion was then voted on by the '
entire faculty and adopt ed by a sub-

To the Editor:
From Banetta to Bogart to Billy
Carter , the butt has long been a symbol
of rugged individualism. It has stood for
the defiance of health for the maintenance of a habit , and , whether latently
or manifestl y, an image. The "hey * I've
got a right to kill myself ," image. "It
doesn't bother anyone else." False , fallacy, myth. Not only does second-hand
smoke "b other ," it is a serious infliction
on the health of a non-smokin g individual.
Says who? The American Lung
Association . It classifies smoke in two
cat egori es. Main str eam smoke is t hat
which t he smoker "smokes ." Side stream
smoke goes direct ly int o the surroundin g
atmos phere from the burnin g tip. From
ever y cigarette smoke d, research shows
tha t two-thirds of the smoke escapes
into t he air. Ther e are severe quantiti es
of noxious com p ounds in sid e s tream
sm oke, in fact , higher concen t rations
than in main stream . There is twice as
much tar and nicotine and five times as
much carbon monoxide . The quantities
from cigar and pip e smoke are even
greater.
stantial mar gin. The matter is now before
the Trustees.
It is time now for students to take the
initiative and demonstrate their support
for the faculty measure . The Trust ees
must be presented with evidence of
strong campus supp ort for the issue of
divestiture. Withou t this they can continue to operate , as they have in the past ,
with impuni ty. They will hem and haw ,
"look into the matter ," s t all, and could
even tually bottle up all campus activity
that challen ges their authority. We must
make those in char ge of decision making
at this college accountable to those
whom their decisions affect.
I am sure that very few Colby students
want to be accomplices to the system of
apartheid , bu t that is exactly what we
are as long as ap artheid exists and U.S.
corporati ons continue to invest in it.
We can make a small first step by
not only talkin g abo ut it, but by taking
action • seeing to it th at Colby divests
itself of all stocks of corporations

How are these compounds harmful? Tar and nicotine break down cilia,
which are the cleansing mechanism of
the lung. In short , as these are broken
down the lung becomes very susceptible
to cancer , emphysema , and bronchitis.
Carbon monoxide robs the red blood
cells of oxygen increasing the pulse rate
and the blood pressure . There are several
other compounds in high concentration
in side str eam smoke , such as ammonia
and cadmium , which are also menaces
to the body .
"Who gives the smoker the right to
inflict this pollution on us? We all do.
And this is not all. Why should nonsmokers be continuall y bothered by the
smell of smoke , by butts carelesssly
snuffed all over campus , and by the
sight and smell of ashtrays in the dining
rooms , classrooms , and library? In addition to this , smoking is a fire hazard .
As reporte d by the American Cancer
Society, more than twen ty-five percent
of all U.S. fires are caused by smokers.
In light of these issues, we feel it
is time nonsmokeis ' rights be recognized.
Primarily, the right to brea the safe air
should be guaranteed . If a person fancies drinking polluted water , does he
have the right to foul the supply on
top of Runnals Hill? Certainly not ,
this is the publ ic supply . Water and air
hand in hand , basic human needs. To
quote the National Interagency Council
on Smoking and Health ,
Nonsmokers have tbe right
to breathe clean air, free from
harmful and irrita ting tobacco
smoke. This right supersedes
tbe right to smoke when tbe
two conflict.
We are not maintaining that the
nicotine addiction deserve s no sympathy
We are saying that in confined public
areas , it does not and cannot mix w ith
needs for unha rmful air. Smokers must
have their place: areas specifically desig
nated "smok ing area."
In the next couple of days a poll
will he taken to register the majority
feelin g on t his issue. Does a person
have the right to breathe clean air in
public? We feel t hat the facts not only
compel that he does , but also that a
res p onsible insti t ut ion such as Colby
must see that this righ t is protected.
GASP

The Grou p Against Smokin g in
Public
which profit from racism , exploitation ,
and oppression. There will be an organizational meeting tomorrow (Friday)
at 4:00 pm. in Mary Low Lou nge for
a divestitu re drive , Anyone interested is
invited.
Sinc erely,
Shaun Sutner
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Now, the charge that I h ave kept .
for last (and it relates closely to that
^
damning phrase "trivial themes ") was
actuall y expressed only once, by a pro fessor and scholar I admire too much to
quote for-what may have been a silly
lapse of the tongue:
"But ," said N., peering with genial
wisdom throug h his steel rims. "He 's
such an optimist, isn't he? "
And there it was, said at last, the
unseeml y, embarrassing thing to be: an
optimist. Our grand parents could talk
about everything human except the facts
of reproduction. Today the literate chat
about screwing and its permuations with out batting an eye, but an awkward and
uncomfortable silence falls in relation to
another and equ al fact of life. By what
secret process and in what bedroom of
the heart do we reproduce - not our
bodies every generation - but ourselves
every day? How do we get out of bed
of a morning and face our lives? Over
that we draw a fig leaf.
- Fry is so obscene as to talk about
hope - not "h ope " the lying pro mise of

Why Not Fry ?

by Richard Sewell
There are X and Y axes along
which a piece of writing can achieve a
place for itself. Call the demotic route
X, the best seller list or some slower
burning popularity like that of the Sherlock Holmes stories , and call the intelilgensian route Y, acclaim literary prizes
followed by immortality on the course
lists of English departments around the
globe. Outside this plane of coordinates
is oblivion . A book like Gone with the
Wind is up near one hundred on the X
scale, but practicall y at zero on the Y{
conversely, Finnigan 's Wake has progres sedalmost to infinity on the Y axis without
impinging at all upon X , ranking as the
most universall y accepted and least read
classic of modem English.
If those axes are imagined as converging on the home plate of a baseball
diamond , it will follow that most writers

like plaster -cast Shakespeare or Tennyson
or Eliot or anyone else who has written
Eng lish verse. God knows , if one jud ges
by the ru le that each writer should he his
own lonely school , Fry has as uni que and
fresh a feel on the tongue as any an
actor could find.

. . .he does not sound like plastercast Shakespeare or Tennyson or
Eli ot or anyone else. . .

Second charge , a subtler one, is
that somehow Fry 's poetry is fake. I
and a text is an incomplete work of art;
have to digress a bit to explain that.
it is to the real play as a cat skeleton in
Among other things poetry is that which ,
a lab is to a live cat.
As for his triviality, well, it is true
when people hear it, they will thin k that
that he has committed the indiscretion of
they have often thoug ht. When we say
writing some plays on avowedly rel
igious
fake poetry we usual ly mean stuff so
"sol("A
"
themes
Sleep
of
Prisoners
where
Our grand parents could talk about
banal that we really have often thought
diers
in
a
modem
war
dre
am
a
grop
ing
everythi ng except the facts of reproit. There is someone named Rod Mcway
throug
h
the
Old
Testament;
"Thor
duction .
Kuen who write s th at very successfully
with Angels " watches a Dark Ages enthese days . But when Fry was accused
Utopia tomorrow but "ho pe " the vital
counter of paganism and Christianit y;
of fake poetry, subder fault was meant.
thm
st, the hammerin g of the heart.
"The First Bom " deals with Moses as a
In great plays, there exists a 'something '
The silence of the intelli gentsia after
man very unwilling ly possessed with purcalled consistent imagery which underlies
Fry speaks his mind js, I think , the horpose.)
Still,
T.S.
Eliot
and
Paul
Claudel
plays, barel y discernibl y, as a granite
rified hush of a kind of prudery.
. . .jacquelin Su zan n e na rr owly m isses the
(to name two) have written reli giou s
bottom underlies a clear lake. For ina foul over third base. . .
plays in our time without being excluded
stance , in "The Trojan Women " which
from
the Y axis.
takes place in a seaside P.O.W. encamphit either into left or right field: J acque,
,
there
are
ships.
Ships
unseen
but
ment
lin Suzanne narrowly misses a foul over
ships echoing arid shadowing throughout
third base , Gide smacks home across
the play. The women wait to be shipped
first. Most writers are either X people
to Greece as slaves. Queen Hecuba comor Y peop le. Onl y rarel y does someone
pares herself and her fort unes to a storm (say J .D . Salinger) hit into both dimenbattered ship and advises her followers
sions, diagonall y some small distance
that all they can do is pull down sail and
toward the pitcher 's mound. Since I am
ride out the evil times. On ce the whole
directing Chrisop her Fry 's Lady 's Not
chorus
prays that Helen , cause of their
For Burning this spring, I take this chance
be
on shipboard with them and .
,
ruin
to ponder how it happens that Fry foultemp est sink them to release them
that
a
ti pp ed; he has hard ly travel ed at all either
and punish her. Metap horicall y, literally ,
in X or Y. It could mean he simply had
nothing to offer. I could be deaf and
. . .one of the most mysterious thin gs
blind , or at least dumb.
abo ut this device of consistent imagery
When I was in college , Fry was a
is that th roughout the world playnew playwri ght on the block and a diswri ghts have practiced it. . .
tinct embarrassment.
I got the feeling
that most of my professors would have
by suggestion the shi ps recur. To me,
preferred th at he not exist. The problem
one of the most mysterious things about
was that he sounded like literature , lik e
this device of consistent imagery is that
wh at it was their bu siness to take responthroug hou t the world playwri ghts have
sibility for , but nobod y taug ht a course
practiced it apparently without being
on Christopher Fry, or even a course in
aware of it. No critic , no theoretician
which he was mentioned. Nobody does
about plays mentions it before modern .
now, but by now there is a good solid
times. Yet there it is. (Not impossible :
tr adition of ign oring him behind us to
exercise
all people had been speaking elaborate
^^^^ H
Come blow your mind and
your
rely on, so everyone is more comfortable
grammars for thousands of years before
Hj ^^ H
some Greek noticed that grammar under ab out it.
eard
rums
with
a
20-minute
multime
dia
that could change
^^^ ^H
^^^ ^ j
lies speech and began to name case and
Still , I am going to chance asking
presentation
the
^
^
¦
H
________________
gender and number ,)
again what I was too shy to ask my pr o.
HH
entire
way
you
think
about
stereo.
H___ ^H
So, the char ge is leveled that in the
fessors as a s ophomore. Why not Fry?
'
A
question
and
answer
period
led
by
pr ofusion of word -play and word-pictures
__f^^_______i
^^^LmJ
^g
stereo specialist follows
. . .nobody tau ght a course on Chris- that Fry casts up abou t our ears , there is
^^
a qualified
WMSkW^
presentation ,
topher Fr y, or even a course in which no consistent imagery, no skele t on , only a
^^^ H
the
MW
¦___ __fl¦
pr otoplasm of pseudop oetry.
he was menti oned.
___________^^^^^____
^^^^^^^^^^^
But , the consistent imagery of a
play is usually a very sub tle affair , one
I can remember at least four charges
that requires a good deal of excavating
fr om those who took any notice at all.
on the part of a well-disposed and imaFirs t char ge. He is guilty of ana ginative critic. In "Tbe Lady 's Not For
chronism in content and style ; he writes
Burning, " for example, the imagery of
plays to be acted in an tique costumes and
seed and bud , of t he amazing persis t ence
he wr ites them in verse. Admitted , but
with reservati ons. Eliot, Brecht , O'Neill
and tenacity of life' in plan ts, strikes me
as a recurrence. It may not be the conall wrote costume dramas, some in verse ,
sistent image which is lacking, but the
without altogether losing face, The
__
imaginative cri tic.
charge also implies tha t Fry 's style is borA third charge is that his) characters
rowed from the past , which is false, No
one has yet bothe red to chart the subtl e
are shallow and his themes trivial. To the
flows of rh ythm he uses bu t it is certainly
firs t por t of t hat I reply only by invi ting
¦
¦
^H
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^M
people to the forthcoming production.
a consis tent, reco gnizable ryh thm which is
^^^^ _^
not remotely iambic pentameter. I think
If charac t ers emerge more vividly on
^^^^^
|
someday someone skilled in such matt ers
st age t han on pa_e, t hat means a play is
will tell us that it is as like the beat of
well wri tt en ' not ill written. The same
Come in and see bow much fun music can be,
__T^^_______
^^^^ ^>
Anglo-Sax on as like anythin g. I know ,
can be sold of Edwin Albec and Harol d
Fry is an innova tor ; he does not sound
Pin ter. Plays are written to be performed
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